Analysis of a pharmacist-led adverse drug event management model for pharmacovigilance in an academic medical center hospital in China
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Background: Spontaneous reporting of adverse drug events (ADEs) has long been the cornerstone of pharmacovigilance. Medical institutions in China have been a major source of ADE case reports, but the proportion of reports from tertiary hospitals is low due to the serious underreporting of case reports. The same problem existed in the Second Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University School of Medicine (SAHZU).

Objective: In order to increase the number of ADE reports and promote hospital pharmacovigilance, SAHZU’s clinical pharmacists established a pharmacist-led ADE management model. The aim of this paper is to introduce this management model and explore the advantages and disadvantages of the model.

Methods: Pharmacist-led ADE management model was gradually formed from 2015 to 2017 in the SAHZU. This “pharmacist-led” model is reflected not only in the fact that clinical pharmacists are the main reporters of SAHZU’s ADEs but also in that they are the main groups to analyze and manage ADE and drug errors. The sources of ADEs reported by clinical pharmacists mainly include pharmacy rounds, ADE-related pharmacist consultations, centralized monitoring, ADE warning signal analysis, newly introduced drug evaluations, and drug safety research.

Results: A total of 533 ADEs were reported by SAHZU to China’s spontaneous reporting system (SRS) in 2017, while the data in 2012 was 177, with an increase by 201%. In 2012, the proportion of “new” and “serious” reports was 16.4%. The proportions during the period from 2015 to 2017 were 41.4%, 60.8%, and 52.2%, respectively, which were statistically significant compared with the proportion in 2012. The proportion of ADEs reported by clinical pharmacists during the period from 2014 to 2017 were 51.5%, 57.3%, 68.8%, and 90.8%, respectively, which were statistically significant compared with the proportion in 2013 (P<0.05). There was a correlation between the proportions of severe ADEs and the proportion of ADEs reported by clinical pharmacists (r=0.873, P<0.023). Four hundred eighty four ADE cases reported by clinical pharmacists to China’s SRS in 2017 were mainly found in rounds of clinical pharmacists (74.17% [359/484]).

Conclusion: The pharmacist-led pharmacovigilance working model significantly increased the quantity and quality of ADE reporting in SAHZU and promoted pharmacovigilance. This model is worth developing in Chinese tertiary hospitals and the following hospitals, where the physicians working there spend little time and energy on ADE reporting or the cost of physicians is high, while the clinical pharmacist team has strong professional skills.
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Introduction

In 2002, the WHO formally extended the definition of pharmacovigilance to include the scientific activities of finding, assessing, understanding, and preventing drug-related
adverse effects or any other drug-related safety issue. Adverse drug events (ADEs) are an important part of the pharmacovigilance system.

China National Center for Adverse Drug Reaction Monitoring (CNCAM) was established in 1989, and China has an online spontaneous reporting system (SRS) with a four-level network that consists of one national center, 34 provincial centers, and >400 municipal centers. The definition of adverse drug reactions is strict, but China encourages reporting of all possible drug-related adverse events to SRS. Due to differences in the national management system, the sources of ADE in China are different from those in the US. According to relevant literature, from the end of 2000 to the end of 2001, most reports, as many as 96.43%, received by the US FDA’s adverse event reporting system came from manufacturers. In addition, US consumers are also one of the major sources of ADEs.

In contrast, China’s annual report on ADE monitoring (2016) showed that 85.6% of ADEs come from medical institutions in China, but the proportion of reports in tertiary hospitals is low due to underreporting. According to the “Hospital Classification Management Measures” promulgated by the Ministry of Health of the People’s Republic of China, Chinese hospitals are divided into three grades. The tertiary hospitals, which should have more than 501 beds, provide high-level specialist health services and performs higher education and research tasks in several regions. The data showed that on average, only 37.4 ADE reports were submitted by each tertiary hospital in 2015.

The Second Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University (SAHZU), Hangzhou, China, is a large, integrated, research-based tertiary hospital integrating medical treatment, teaching, and research. At present, SAHZU has a total of 3,200 beds, and the number of hospitalizations in 2017 was nearly 154,000. However, the number of ADE reports per year before 2011 was less than 100. In recent years, the China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) has promoted the exploratory use of active pharmacovigilance by the scientific community and medical institutions. The pharmacovigilance system in China (China Hospital Pharmacovigilance System [CHPS]) was launched online in 2017. SAHZU is a provincial sentinel, and has applied to become a national sentinel. In order to increase the number of ADE reports and promote hospital pharmacovigilance, SAHZU’s clinical pharmacists gradually established a pharmacist-led ADE management model. The aim of this paper is to introduce this management model, explore the pros and cons of pharmacovigilance in medical institutions led by clinical pharmacists, and investigate ideas for further development.

Methods

The pharmacist-led ADE management model was studied by referencing and learning from: 1) information collected from scientific papers and the websites of CNCAM and the CFDA, 2) information available on China’s SRS and active pharmacovigilance system, 3) China’s annual report on ADE monitoring, and 4) data obtained from SAHZU hospital internal reporting system and internal information.

Overview of ADE management model of SAHZU

Like most medical institutions at home and abroad, previous ADE management at SAHZU used a simple voluntary reporting model. Under the leadership of the hospital’s ADE management team, the ADE management pharmacist received ADE reports through telephone or face-to-face communication, and excluded unqualified, inaccurate, or near misses and other non-ADE reports and then submitted the report to the China’s SRS after quality checking. ADE management pharmacist is a senior clinical pharmacist and trained by ADE monitoring center. This type of monitoring, which only collects spontaneous reports, has various drawbacks, such as omission, underreporting, duplicate cases, incalculable incidence, and information bias in practical work, which hinder the generation and evaluation of adverse event signals. Before 2012, the number of ADEs reported in SAHZU was less than 100 cases per year, and the least that was observed was less than 10 cases in 1 year. To encourage and promote the medical staff to report ADEs, the ADE management team took various measures, including strengthening information and education in key departments, establishing an internal hospital network direct reporting system, and providing rewards for reporting.

The number of reported in-hospital cases rose from 65 in 2011 to 394 in 2014, but reports from physicians have always been fewer (the annual reported number remains at 10–20 cases). Since 2015, to improve the availability of reported ADEs, China raised the requirements for the proportion of “new” and “serious” ADE reports, but this proportion could not be met with the past model of spontaneous reporting. The proportion of “new” and “serious” ADE reports from SAHZU reported to the China’s SRS in 2014 was 19.0%, while the country’s requirement was 33%. Beginning in 2015, SAHZU adjusted the reporting policy of ADE and encouraged medical personnel to report “new” and “serious” ADE reports, especially “serious” ADE reports, due to China’s clear requirement for the “new” and “serious” ADE reporting ratio.
Because more ADEs can be identified through the rational use of drug and safety management, clinical pharmacists began to shift their focus to the collection and reporting of ADEs for hospital drug alerts and adopted a variety of active monitoring methods to make the ADE collection more scientific and effective, gradually forming a pharmacist-led pharmacovigilance model of operation. This “pharmacist-led” model is reflected not only in the fact that clinical pharmacists are the main reporters of SAHZU’s ADEs but also in that they are the main groups to analyze and manage ADE and drug errors. The sources of ADEs reported by clinical pharmacists mainly include timely reporting of ADEs after pharmacy rounds, ADE-related pharmacist consultations, centralized monitoring of key department and key drugs, early signals analysis of safety issues, drug quality management and procedural improvements, newly introduced drug evaluations and drug safety research. SAHZU established liaison staff in various departments for hospital quality management needs. Clinical pharmacists and key liaison people, such as radiology department, infusion rooms, etc., communicate regularly with each other. Specific drug events are discussed and processed with the relevant department liaisons in a timely manner. Through strengthening communication with clinical departments, clinical pharmacists can better understand the medication characteristics and common ADEs in different departments, which not only improve clinical pharmacists’ practical processing ability but also solve more practical problems for clinical practice and improve the rationality of clinical medication and the clinician’s recognition.

Various pharmaceutical services related to active pharmacovigilance

Centralized monitoring

Post-marketing drug surveillance for ADEs has typically relied on spontaneous reporting.\(^9\) Centralized monitoring of key drugs, key departments, and key ADEs will help increase the discovery rate of ADEs and strengthen the safety of hospital medication. Key drugs generally refer to commonly used drugs with high incidence of ADE, such as specific antibacterial drugs, anticoagulant drugs, and glucocorticoids. Key departments generally refer to departments with high incidence of ADE or prone to severe ADE, such as department of radiology, infusion, and anesthesia. Key ADEs generally refer to the ADEs which can lead to common drug-induced diseases, such as drug eruption, drug-induced liver damage, and drug-induced renal damage. Clinical pharmacists can obtain ADEs information by regularly searching for relevant diagnoses in the hospital information system. Drugs, departments, and ADEs for centralized monitoring can be adjusted according to the needs of hospital drug safety management.

Verification underreporting

Underreporting is the biggest flaw of the spontaneous reporting system. In order to reduce underreporting and improve the attention of medical staff to report ADE, clinical pharmacists randomly selected dozens of electronic medical records from the discharged patients every month to check whether there were ADEs that had not been reported. In cases where serious ADEs are not reported, the hospital management department would punish relevant medical staff.

Newly introduced drug evaluations

A 6-month evaluation is required for the newly introduced drugs of SAHZU, including efficacy, adverse events, and rational use. The efficacy of these drugs is generally assessed by physicians, and adverse events and rational use are evaluated by clinical pharmacists. If there is a major safety incident or significant unreasonable use during the newly introduced drug evaluation period, it will be submitted to the Hospital Pharmacy Management Committee to determine whether it needs to be rectified or eliminated.

Safety research

Recently, Chinese regulatory agencies have turned more attention to active pharmacovigilance and drug safety research. Strengthening cooperation between multiple hospitals and monitoring centers can avoid information isolation and promote better and wider use of existing pharmacovigilance data. Clinical pharmacists at tertiary hospitals with research tasks are one of the best people for drug safety research. SAHZU is conducting a drug safety research project and also participating as a key member in the safety research project of provincial and municipal monitoring centers.

Early signals of safety issues and continuous process improvement

Spontaneous reporting of suspected ADEs has long been the cornerstone of pharmacovigilance for the identification of early signals of problems of safety related to the use of medicines.\(^11,12\) Beginning in 2015, ADE management pharmacists began to use the ADE data they had received
to identify early signals of safety issues related to drug use, including frequent adverse reactions to a certain drug in the short term, high incidence ADE in specific departments, high incidence ADE among similar patients (such as age, region, disease, etc), and safety signals from “new” and “severe” ADE. After screening and evaluation, these signals can indicate potential safety issues in drug use, personnel operations, and hospital processes, and provide evidence and direction for the continuous improvement of hospital drug safety management.

Statistical analyses
Chi-squared and Fisher’s tests were used for testing occurrence rate differences between the two groups. Pearson’s correlation coefficient test was used to evaluate the relationship. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software (v 13.0). A P-value <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results
Number of ADE reports and proportion of “new” and “serious” ADE reports
The number of ADE reports submitted by SAHZU to China’s SRS exhibited an increasing trend during 2012–2014. There was a decline in the number of reports in 2015. Then, the number of ADE reports exhibited another increasing trend during 2015–2017, and reached a record high in 2017. In 2012, the proportion of “new” and “serious” reports was 16.4%. There was no statistically significant difference in this proportion during 2012–2014 (P>0.05). However, the proportions during the period from 2015 to 2017 were 41.4%, 60.8%, and 52.2%, respectively, which were statistically significant compared with the proportion in 2012 (Figure 1).

The proportion of ADE reported by clinical pharmacists exhibited an increasing trend during 2013–2017. The proportions during the period from 2014 to 2017 were 51.5%, 57.3%, 68.8%, and 90.8%, respectively, which were statistically significant compared with the proportion in 2013 (P<0.05). The proportions of “new” and “severe” ADEs” and “severe ADEs” exhibited similar increasing trends during 2015–2017, which were statistically significant compared with the proportion in 2012 (P<0.05). There was a correlation between the proportions of severe ADEs and the proportion of ADEs reported by clinical pharmacists (r=0.873, P=0.023), and this relation was statistically significant (Figure 2).

It is worth noting that the ADEs submitted to China’s SRS were all reviewed and screened by the management pharmacists. The 2017 data showed that 707 cases of ADE were received by the SAHZU hospital internal reporting system. When the ADEs were managed by pharmacists to remove non-ADEs, near misses, and very mild common ADE reports, the number of ADEs submitted to China’s SRS was 533. After such review and preliminary screening work, the proportion of pharmacist-derived reports rose from 70.0% to 90.8%, while the proportion of “new” and “severe” ADEs increased from 39.3% to 52.2%.

ADE sources reported by clinical pharmacists
Further analysis of 484 ADE cases reported by clinical pharmacists to China’s SRS in 2017 showed that these were mainly found in rounds of clinical pharmacists (74.17% [359/484]) (Figure 3). All of these ADE reports can be considered as related to pharmacovigilance, of which active monitoring includes centralized monitoring (11.98% [58/484]), verification underreporting (1.24% [6/484]), newly introduced drug

Figure 1 Numbers of ADE reports submitted by SAHZU to China’s SRS and proportion of “new” and “serious” ADE reports.
Notes: Proportion of “new” and “serious” ADE reports (%). *P<0.05 (compared with data of 2012).
Abbreviations: ADE, adverse drug event; SAHZU, the Second Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University; SRS, spontaneous reporting system.
evaluations (1.03% [5/484]), and safety research (2.07% [10/484]), which comes to a total of 16.32%.

**Discussion**

Data from 2012 to 2017 showed that the number of ADE reports from SAHZU has shown two upward trends in 2014 and 2017, respectively, and a decline in 2015. This phenomenon may be explained by the following four factors. The first factor was the Joint Commission International (JCI) accreditation. SAHZU successfully passed the JCI accreditation as an academic medical center hospital on February 24, 2013. A working group composed of nurses, pharmacists, information engineers, physicians, and administrators was established to implement multifaceted interventions at the individual, organizational, and policy levels to reduce adverse events in the post-JCI accreditation era. The second factor was the change in the number of clinical pharmacists. In 2012, SAHZU had only six full-time clinical pharmacists, which increased to 12 in 2014 and further increased to 20 in 2017. The two time points of increasing number of clinical pharmacists are consistent with the peak time of the number of ADE reports. The third factor was that starting in 2017,
SAHZU’s pharmacy department has explicitly included the ADE online report as part of the clinical pharmacists’ work record. The online reports have a uniform format and can be downloaded, analyzed, and summarized at any time, which helps to improve the efficiency of the entire clinical pharmacist team and the use of past data, and ultimately promote the development of hospital pharmacovigilance. The last factor was the implementation of the new policy that all SAHZU’s medical staff should give priority to reporting “new” and “serious” ADE. This change in strategy led to a significant reduction in the total number of reports in 2015, but the proportion of “new” and “serious” ADE reports has increased significantly. The first three factors contributed to an increase in the number of ADE reports, while the last one led to a decline in the number of reports in 2015.

The proportion of “new” and “serious” ADE reports reflects the availability of the country’s overall data on ADEs. However, it is often difficult for clinical staff to distinguish between the two types of ADE. In contrast, clinical pharmacists are familiar with the definition of “new” and “serious” adverse reactions. They can focus on monitoring and reporting these two types of adverse reactions. The proportion of serious reports is an important indicator of the quality of adverse reaction databases. In general, the proportion of serious reports in developed countries accounts for more than 30% of the total number. In 2016, this ratio in China reached a record high, but it was only ~7.5%. Under the premise that the total number of reports increased rapidly, SAHZU maintained this proportion to grow continuously, because the main submitters of these reports are clinical pharmacists who can better distinguish and collect “serious” ADE reports. Our data showed that with the establishment of the “pharmacist-led” model, the proportion of pharmacists reporting ADEs had increased gradually, and there was a significant difference between 2016 and 2017 compared to 2012. The proportion of severe ADE reports was high correlated with the proportion of ADEs reported by clinical pharmacists.

But the pharmacist-led ADE management model is not just about pursuing the number of ADE reports and the proportion of “new” and “serious” ADE reports. The model is aimed at pharmacovigilance and integrates ADE management into routine work of all aspects of clinical pharmacists. Simply monitoring and reporting ADEs only to meet national requirements should be avoided. This will result in the lack of support from hospital management and the lack of reporting enthusiasm from pharmacists due to the occupation of working hours. Blindly meeting the country’s requirements is also prone to data fraud. Pharmacovigilance is not only about detecting adverse reactions to medicines but also about detecting/addressing all other drug-related safety problems. Data of 2017 showed that SAHZU’s clinical pharmacists obtained ADE information from various types of daily pharmaceutical work in hospitals, and then the safety signals obtained from the abovementioned routine pharmacovigilance activities can be used to evaluate drug quality problems and identify inappropriate medication use to discover potential drug safety risks in the hospital. It helps clinical pharmacists to continuously improve drug-related work processes and establish an effective drug safety management model suitable for this hospital. For instance, ADE management pharmacists discovered five safety signals from ADE reports during the period from 2015 to 2017. After evaluation, the five signals were considered to be related to the dose, mode of administration, drug batch, solvent, and dispensing process, respectively. We have revised the above-mentioned safety issues by modifying the Hospital Information System, changing drug batches, personnel education, and hospital internal network notifications.

According to the data from Center for Drug Reevaluation of CFDA, there were 1,616 tertiary hospitals registered by the CNCAM in 2015, of which 1,069 were not reported any ADE for the whole year. The data of the same year showed that 53% of Chinese ADEs were reported by physicians. It was obvious that the enthusiasm of physicians in tertiary hospitals to report ADE voluntarily was not high. Center for Drug Reevaluation of CFDA believed that the reasons for this mainly include tertiary hospitals’ negligence in reporting ADEs, physicians’ reluctance to spend time filling in reports, and concerns that such reports will result in medical disputes. Physician workload increased dramatically for Chinese physicians in the past 20 years. Compared with physicians in other hospitals, Chinese physicians in tertiary hospitals bear heavier workload, physical and mental stress. The specific work of reporting ADEs in Chinese medical institutions is generally carried out by clinical pharmacists. Their professional and work scope means that pharmacists know more about the importance of ADE monitoring and reporting than physicians, they are more familiar with the reporting process and monitoring priorities, and are less worried about medical disputes and other potential conflicts.

In addition, ADEs reported by clinical pharmacists have high degree of completeness and low modification rate. We found that ADE reports submitted by clinical pharmacists generally only need to review the completeness and modify
simple writing errors, while reports from nurses and doctors may require supplementing more information. With the expansion of monitoring and management of ADEs in China, the requirements for the quality of reports have become higher at all levels of ADE monitoring. In addition to satisfying the true, complete, and accurate basic requirements, there is a higher requirement for the overall quality of cases. In the current reporting model, ADEs are reported by the clinical staff, and then the clinical pharmacist supplements the data and completes the report before reporting it to China’s SRS. However, medical personnel do not necessarily report in a timely manner, and relevant information may not be completely recorded in the course of the disease, so information added later may not be complete and accurate. To increase the awareness and timely reporting rate of clinical staff for ADE reporting, SAHZU arranges lectures annually on ADEs at various levels such as the hospital and department levels, and clinical pharmacists also explain the specific reporting methods to the required departments and individuals. However, there are many physicians and nurses in tertiary hospitals, and their sources are relatively complex, including many training personnel and medical students, so it is difficult to maintain a high degree of awareness. The population of clinical pharmacists is relatively fixed, and the number is relatively small. Clinical pharmacists who have been trained by ADE management pharmacists can quickly master the ADE monitoring and reporting skill.

According to the requirement of the Ministry of Health, clinical pharmacists should help physicians to appropriately prescribe medicines for patients, and it is stipulated that all tertiary hospitals should have at least five full-time clinical pharmacists. Clinical pharmacist is uniquely trained to be able to impact medication safety at the individual patient level through medication management skills that are part of the clinical pharmacist’s role but also to analyze the performance of medication processes and to lead redesign efforts to mitigate drug-related outcomes that may cause harm. Over the past several decades, the role of pharmacists has changed significantly, from a simple dispensing role to being more directly involved in optimizing patient drug treatment. At present, clinical pharmacists in China have generally participated in the direction of safe drug therapy, from reviewing prescriptions to monitoring drug effects. The routine work of SAHZU’s clinical pharmacists includes ward rounds or consultation, patient education, therapeutic drug monitoring, ADE monitoring, drug evaluation and utilization research, and a training and management system. However, clinical pharmacy in China is still in its infancy, and most pharmacists do not play a decisive role throughout the drug treatment process. Beginning with the drug adverse event management and pharmacovigilance that pharmacists are most “familiar is one of the better” methods to raise the professional level and clinical recognition of pharmacists. For instance, approximately one-third of SAHZU’s pharmaceutical consultations are related to the analysis and treatment of ADEs. Inpatients usually need to use several or even dozens of drugs at the same time. When unexpected adverse clinical reactions occur, physicians need clinical pharmacists to help identify possible drug-related adverse events and suggest feasible treatments. These pharmaceutical consultations bring practical and effective help to the physicians’ clinical work, which promoted the cooperative relationship between physicians and pharmacists and improved the professional image of pharmacists. All these national conditions have a positive impact on the establishment of pharmacist-led ADE management model.

Weaknesses and future directions

The model requires more clinical pharmacists. If the number of clinical pharmacists is low, the number of adverse reactions collected through rounds of inspection is too limited to reflect the situation in the whole hospital. A framework for the construction of the clinical pharmacist system has been established in China. There are now more than 20,000 clinical pharmacists in China and the numbers are growing gradually. In the future, the number of clinical pharmacists and the scope of the work will be larger, which is conducive to the development of clinical pharmacist-led management model.

The model has high requirements for the professional ability of pharmacists. Less competent pharmacists may have many misjudged or overreported cases. Monitoring agencies should strengthen the unified training of monitoring pharmacists to improve the ability of the pharmacists to evaluate and deal with ADEs.

However, the most important thing is the focuses of different medical staff regarding drug safety vary. Nurses are more concerned about medication errors, such as administering the wrong drugs or the wrong delivery time. Physicians are more concerned about rare serious adverse reactions, or frequently occurring ADEs that may be drug quality-related, whereas known common adverse reactions, even serious adverse reactions such as chemotherapy-induced grade 4 myelosuppression, are also considered as not necessary to
report. From the point of view of drug safety management, the lack of reporting of the previously mentioned two sources of ADEs can result in management loopholes. Verifying the missing reports, intensive monitoring or clinical research by clinical pharmacists might compensate for this defect to a certain extent, but most of these are retrospective analysis and cannot be reported in real time. CHPS is expected to solve this problem partially in the future. CHPS was developed by CNCAM to collect and analyze information automatically extracted from sentinel hospitals. Its information platform was built on the information system of sentinel hospitals connected to the coordinating center of the program. Necessary structured information is extracted from the Hospital Information System and evaluated by clinical pharmacists of sentinel hospitals and then is uploaded to CNCAM, the coordinating center, to enrich data resources of the SRS system.\(^3\)

## Conclusion

China has become the world’s second largest pharmaceutical consumer market.\(^21\) The rapid improvement of China’s pharmaceutical market in the international arena raises higher requirements and challenges for Chinese pharmacovigilance. As the major source of national security reports, medical institutions need to constantly practice and explore work patterns that are suitable for the conditions of each hospital. The pharmacist-led pharmacovigilance working model significantly increased the quantity and quality of ADE reporting in SAHZU and promoted pharmacovigilance. This model is worth developing in Chinese tertiary hospitals and the following hospitals, as the physicians working there spend little time and energy on ADE reporting or the cost of physicians is high, while the clinical pharmacist team has strong professional skills.
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